Installers

What's in it for me?
This guide is for both new and experienced Matrak users.
Each tip has two parts:
How it works in Matrak
Why this Matters?

Save yourself hours of time and
wasted resources by digitising your
Inspection Test Plans (ITP)

Easily coordinate 'Just in Time'
deliveries
HOW IT WORKS IN MATRAK

HOW IT WORKS IN MATRAK
By digitising your ITPs, you have full control in managing and
reporting on the quality of your work. Matrak allows you to:
Monitor that all the tests and inspections have been completed
Track the frequency of each test and inspection
Log the persons responsible for the work being inspected, with
the inclusion of dates for when these tests and inspections
were carried out
Real-time tracking of each activity during the installation
Make notes and comments on ITPs with separate fields that
indicate where sign off approval needs to be granted, prior to
completion of works

Easily call up accurate product quantities to site and keep your
work to the project schedule. Being able to view your project’s
interactive floor plans helps you to understand the progress of the
build.
You can select the materials needed on site directly off the
drawings, reviewing which stillages and what location they’re in.
Add or remove materials from the selection, then specify the
required delivery date.

WHY THIS MATTERS
Getting the correct materials delivered in the right order, at the
designated time and to the correct location on site, has always
been an industry challenge. The ability to coordinate JIT deliveries
means projects can be working at full capacity and keep to time
schedules.

Print full ITP reports at the click of a button to submit to your
clients during each phase of the project

WHY THIS MATTERS
For most, completing thorough and accurate inspection test plans
is a laborious and time consuming task. It requires a worker to
manually print, fill out, scan and file each document when using a
paper based system. This also presents an extra risk when
documentation is lost, damaged or destroyed on site.

LEARN MORE
For more support in using Matrak effectively, check out
our Knowledge Base articles which run you through stepby-step on the many features of our Matrak software. Or
scan the QR code to book a demo of Matrak.
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Mitigate risks during installation
through centralised communication
and real time information

Protect your team and quality of
work with digital audit trails
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HOW IT WORKS IN MATRAK
While Matrak cannot predict the risks themselves, Matrak lets you
monitor risks during the installation phase of your project to help
you take mitigation actions. Having an activity audit trail that
tracks the materials before they arrive on-site, means that it gives
you more data to control the risk of things going wrong during
installation.
Workers on-site can use the app to inspect project progress,
raise issues and alert the project manager (including sharing
photos). As a result, no risk goes unreported
Defects on materials are flagged in real-time to the responsible
teams, along with photo proof of non-conformance
All communication between stakeholders is also centralised
and securely stored within the Matrak platform

Protect your work with built-in, real-time digital audit trails and
attach photos to installed materials at any stage and location of
the construction lifecycle.
Attaching photos along with Matrak’s built-in auditing
functionality provides quality insurance and proof of work that
protects your bottom line.

WHY THIS MATTERS
Proving that your site team is not responsible for supplier or
logistical errors can be an expensive and frustrating process.
Trying to find information on lost in transit items, materials being
delivered short and defective items requiring a re-order not only
wastes valuable time and money, but requires extra resources to
fix the error. It also adds supply delays during critical stages of the
project.

Matrak lets you document defects, view project progress, report
any issues early and respond fast before things get out of
control
Receive a complete report of project progress at the click of a
button

WHY THIS MATTERS
Having a centralised flow of communication is a key factor when
responding to risks and preventing them from ‘snowballing’.
Using excel sheets and paper documentation to report on issues
happening on site creates a lack of visibility, putting your
company at risk. Paper reporting is harder to manage when issues
arise on the job, which creates delays when communicating with
site teams.

LEARN MORE
For more support in using Matrak effectively, check out
our Knowledge Base articles which run you through stepby-step on the many features of our Matrak software. Or
scan the QR code to book a demo of Matrak.
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